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Silent Spring 
 

Silent Spring by Rachel Carson begins with a (fictional) story about 
what was once a biologically diverse area, which suddenly became quiet. 
The birds no longer sang, no eggs hatched, pigs died, and this happened 
to life across the whole ecosystem. Carson ends the introduction with the 
statement, “No witchcraft, no enemy action had silenced the rebirth of 
new life in this stricken world. The people had done it themselves.” 

Humans began the use of synthetic chemical use in nature 
(pesticides) in the 1940s. We gave the Earth virtually no time to adapt 
before we began using massive amounts for faster results. By the mid-
1940s over 200 basic chemicals had been created to kill insects, weeds, 
rodents, and other considered pests. Carson stated, “We have allowed 
these chemicals to be used with little to no advance investigation of their 
effect on soil, water, wildlife, and man himself”, and goes on to explain 
the negative effects of this recent chemical use.  

From conception until our death, humans have chemicals in their 
systems. These chemicals have made there way into our food, water, and 
soil, air…everything. The potency of some pesticides used could kill a 
man in a matter of minutes, and these same substances will remain in 
the water for a minimum of 4, and up to around 12 years. The 
substances in the water will later resurface there later, but in the form of 
pounds “gunk” residue. Carson explains, “A bog sprayed 4-5 times a year 
will contain between 30 and 50 pounds of chemical buildup.”  

In the later chapters she goes into deep detail about the chain-
reaction that this phenomena is creating, and that once these 
contaminated plants begin to die from long-term affects, all animals in 
the ecosystem will suffer a rapid change in environment. There was a 
loss in willow trees due to bystander affects of chemical sprayings. 
Because of this, the moose and beaver species suffered, and so did the 
species connected with them. Each change in species causes a long 
chain reaction. This reminded me of the conversation we had in class 
about food webs and chains.  

One chapter I found to be significant was chapter 12: Rivers of 
Death. Carson talks about a situation that happened in Canada, Maine, 
and Montana. Almost immediately after DDT sprayings in all of these 
states, hundreds of dead fish would float along the shoreline in every 



area. All animals that consumed the fish were dying, and many 
bystander animals were too. What I found really interesting (and 
terrifying) was that almost every single poisoned fish, dead or alive, was 
either totally blind or visually impaired because of the DDT. They would 
swim erratically, suffered spasms, and had an opaque white film covering 
their eyes. This affected Yellowstone Park in Montana, Big Goddard 
Brook in Maine, and the Northwest Miramichi River. Carson does a 
wonderful job on elaborating on how obvious it is that this is an issue. 
We are seeing the same results all over the U.S alone, and traces of DDT 
in animals and plants that have not even been directly sprayed. 

All animals are being affected by these sprayings, and we slowly 
cut back usage little by little. I believe the way people use chemicals on 
our environment is done impetuously, and it makes me wonder how 
things will be, even in just a few years. The loss of vital species because 
of humans is concerning.  

The ecosystem is a flowing network of the environment, and I 
wholesomely agree with Rachel Carson that humans as a species need to 
be so much more conscious of the effects we have, and need to make 
some serious changes regarding the use of chemicals, pollutants, etc. We 
now live in a world where we, as people, contain chemicals in our bodies 
throughout our entire lives. All synthetic chemicals we use are damaging 
our world, and as Rachel said, is also our fault. Mankind should look for 
a natural reversal of “pest” issues, instead of carelessly destroying it and 
everything around it. 

I really enjoyed reading this, and thought it was a great fit for the 
Conservation course. I made a lot of connections to class in terminology 
used, concept, ecosystem and food web class talks, and probably even 
more along the way! Silent Spring helped me also understand topics in 
class better. Since I am not in a major that gives me much background of 
this course, this booked helped me a lot. It was not a boring book to read 
by any means. Carson is a great writer, and flows through major topics 
in a way that really kept my attention. In other words, it was en easy-
read.  

The value of this book is its impact on the average person. Having 
little background knowledge, this book taught me a lot about the current 
and the past issues the ecosystems has undergone because of chemical 
use. It’s remarkable that many of Carson’s insights and the concepts she 
discusses in the material are still studied and improving today. As we 
learned in class, Carson is credited as the spark behind the 
environmental movement. The way the book is written makes it 
comprehendible for any average person who doesn’t know much about 
environmental science. 



My opinion of Silent Spring is very positive. I recommend this book 
to anyone interested in reading it. I think Carson was ahead of her time, 
and quickly saw how dangerous synthetic chemical use is. She made her 
own opinions and formed them into an awesome, accurate, and easy 
flowing book. The methods we use in agriculture are not sustainable to 
any life form. I think its sad that every living thing is subjected to 
chemicals, before the time their even born, and are a part of everyone 
and thing until the end. I really agree with Rachel Carson and think she 
was an influential woman, and hope that mankind will begin to make 
positive changes to our world as a whole. 


